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ON THE HILL:
Skin Disease Research Day
Presents UNDO BURDEN
There are approximately 3,000 diseases that affect the skin. Skin
disease is in the top 15 groups of medical conditions that has
increased dramatically in prevalence, soaring health care costs,
and affecting men, women and children of all races. Skin
disease affects 1 in 3 people in America, ranging in severity and
causing great discomfort and emotional stress that can be very
limiting to the quality of life.

A

U.S. Capitol Building

pril 4-5 was when
Washington, DC,
“THE HILL” received a
better understanding of how
devastating and costly skin
disease can be, not only to the
patient but also to the families
and caregivers. Physicians,
patients and advocates provided
information to legislators to
urge congress to support a 5%
increase to the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) for FY
2007. Increased funding provides continued opportunities
for advancing basic research
and technology. Investment in

Inflammatory Skin Disease Institute

skin disease can and has
improved the health of
Americans. The momentum
needs to continue to ease the
burden of millions of Americans
suffering from skin disease.
Over 65 million Americans
see physicians annually due to
skin disease. Get involved.
Contact your elected officials
and let them know how
increased funding for the NIH
can help. As a constituent you
can attest to the importance of
increased funding and explain
your skin disease and the
impact the disease can cause.
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Director’s Message
May marks the 5
year anniversary for
ISDI. For 5 years the
Inflammatory Skin
Disease Institute has
been dedicated to
improving the lives of
people with
inflammatory skin
disease.
As we enter our 5th year, ISDI will
continue to focus on our mission. We will
educate the public so people with skin
disease are accepted and understood. As
our awareness bracelet says, “Look
Within”. The Inflammatory Skin Disease
Institute will continue to advocate on
behalf of every man, woman and child
who suffer with inflammatory skin disease
to help improve their quality of life. The
ISDI supports research so that people with
inflammatory skin disease can have more
options for treatments, enhanced medical
care, lessen the undo burden and
someday, hopefully, a cure.
As a not-for-profit the Inflammatory

Skin Disease Institute relies on our private
and corporate contributions. I am so
thankful for all our past supports and our
dedicated volunteers; together we can
make a difference through education and
awareness. It is an honor to have
continued involvement with the American
Academy of Dermatology (AAD), the
Society of Investigative Dermatology (SID),
and the American Academy of Asthma,
Allergy and Immunology (AAAAI).
To celebrate this very important
anniversary, I’m inviting you to join us
and show your support by sending a
tax-deductible donation of $5 (or more
if you wish!) for every person you know
that suffers with an inflammatory skin
disease.
Many thanks for your continued
support in helping ISDI to meet its
mission.

LaDonna Williams
Executive Director
ISDI

Editorial Committee:
Vincent Beltrani, MD
Mark V. Dahl, MD
Ruthann Newton
Hugh Sampson, MD
LaDonna Williams
Comments and topic requests
may be sent to the editor: c/o
ISDI, P.O. Box 1074, N.N., VA
23601
If you would like to be added to
our mailing list please contact the
ISDI office at the address above.

ISDI networking-sharing dinner.
Supporting patients and caregivers
involved with skin disease

Getting Involved
Attending the SID (Society of
Investigative Dermatology) Meeting

ISDI is providing awareness and education at health seminar.

Mission
The goal of the Inflammatory
Skin Disease Institute (ISDI) is
to promote public awareness
and enhanced treatment of
inflammatory skin diseases
through education, research,
and patient advocacy.
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ISDI Honors Two
Scholarship Award Recipients
ISDI recently honored Daniel H. Anderson and
Anna Abrams with a scholarship award for their
outstanding essays on their skin disease.
Excerpts of both essays are featured below.

Letter to the Editor:
Dear Editor:
I’m 41 and I have atopic dermatitis since my childhood. Being
a long time user of Protopic — it changed my life, I took
steroids systemic before — I’m interested in getting your
newsletter regulary.

Daniel Anderson

Thanks a lot,
WS,
Aachen, Germany

Wilmington, Delaware
Will be attending State University New York
(SUNY) Maritime College.

The Challenge of the Disease
Beginning at the age of 8 I was faced with
the biggest challenge of my life. I was
diagnosed with a chronic skin disease
called, Psoriasis. I learned then, that I
would have to live with this condition for the rest of my life, as
there is no cure. Psoriasis is an immune system dysfunction that
causes my skin cells to reproduce more rapidly than normal. Most
of my body was covered with raised and inflamed, red areas
topped with white, scaling skin. These patches, called plaques,
would join together to cover large areas of my skin and would
itch and burn tremendously. This skin condition was a huge
challenge because for the next nine years I was teased by my
peers and embarrassed in front of my friends and others. I had to
learn how to live and cope with this disease.
Each day I would wake up and would have to go through a
regimen for taking care of my skin. It was time consuming and
uncomfortable. In the morning I would apply topical ointments.
In the middle of the day I would apply lotions and then apply
them again before I went to bed. Although the purpose was to
treat the symptoms, often the treatment would burn intensely
rather than be soothing.

Anna Abrams
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Will be attending University
of South Carolina
I cannot remember a day in my life when
I did not have eczema. I seem to have
been blessed with a trio of eczema, asthma
and allergies. I have been through many
embarrassing moments, sleepless nights,
and itching frenzies. However, I have also
noticed from examples in my life that having this adversity has
helped me become a stronger person and overcome challenges.
Eczema has made me a little insecure about my appearance over
the years. But I have also learned with that, that appearance is
not everything and that a friend who judges you by that is not
worth having. So I try to be that friend that does not judge a
person on their looks. From my experiences with this skin
disorder, I have become a stronger person in facing adversity and
have even increased my self-esteem.
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It’s Summertime, Block
the Sun — Not the Fun
Protect Yourself from the Sun
Not Just During Summer Months But All Year Long
Some helpful tips:
1. Generously apply sunscreen to all exposed skin using a
Sun Protection Factor (SPF) of at least 15 that provides
broad-spectrum protection from both ultraviolet A
(UVA) and ultraviolet B (UVB) rays. Reapply often,
even on cloudy days, and after swimming or seating.
(If one bottle/tube of sun block lasts all summer - you
are not using enough)
2. Wear protective clothing,
like long-sleeved shirts,
pants, a wide-brimmed
hat and sunglasses.
3. Seek the shade. The sun’s
rays are strongest between
10a.m. and 4p.m.
4. Use extra caution near water, snow and sand since
they reflect the damaging rays of the sun which
increases your chance of sunburn.
5. Don’t seek the sun. Get Vitamin D safely through a
healthy diet.
6. Avoid tanning beds. Ultraviolet light from the sun and
tanning beds causes skin cancer and wrinkling. If you
want to look like you’ve been in the sun, consider using
a sunless self-tanning product, but continue to use
sunscreen with it.
7. Check your birthday suit on your birthday. If you
notice anything changing, growing, or unusual
bleeding on your skin, you may
want to seek medical advice.
Skin cancer is very treatable
when caught early.
People who have skin disease may
be more sensitive to sun. Use
caution and talk to your physician
or pharmacist if you are on any
medication that increases sun
sensitivity.
Protect yourself. Block the sun and not the fun.
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Congratulations to

Mark Dahl, MD

If you haven’t had the opportunity to
check out our new website,
www.isdionline.org, you will find a lot of
useful information. Check out the
“links” page. These are also sites
containing useful, up-to-date
information about inflammatory skin
diseases and treatments. NeoStrata
Company sells skin care products. If
you purchase any products from
NeoStrata be sure to use this code:

ANNOUNCING
Inflammatory
Skin Disease
Institute’s
4th Annual
Conference
“Living with
Inflammatory
Skin Disease – the
Undo Burden”
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 2, 2006
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Topics to be covered:
eczema, contact dermatitis,
psoriasis, acne, rosacea.

Get Involved…
Increase skin disease
awareness by calling
your congressperson
and request that they
support House
Resolution 652, which
names December as
Inflammatory

Skin Disease
Awareness Month.

ISDI1000. ISDI will get $1 for every
item purchased.
ISDI does not endorse any drugs,
products or treatments reported in this
newsletter. We are not a medical
authority. We are reporting information
with the sole purpose of keeping
patients informed. No drugs, products
or treatments should be used without
discussion with your physician.

Mark Dahl, MD, professor of
dermatology at the Mayo
College of Medicine and
Chairman of the Dermatology
Department was named this
years recipient of the Master
Dermatologist Award from the
American Academy of
Dermatology.
The Inflammatory Skin Disease
Institute is so proud of Dr. Dahl.
It is an honor and a privilege to
have Dr. Dahl serve on the ISDI
scientific advisory board.

Pediatric Eczema Elective Registry (PEER)
Parents and referring physicians can contribute to a “landmark” scientific, observational,
mail-based study that will follow approximately 5000 children with eczema during their
growing years. Children between the ages of 2 years -17 years who have used Elidel cream to
treat eczema may participate in this “real world” observational registry. No physical exams
or labs are required. There are no medication requirements or medication restrictions during
the entire observation period. The child’s eczema may be active or in remission at the time
of enrollment. Parents will receive free eczema educational materials and eczema skin care
tips during the entire observation period. The parent completes a brief survey at Enrollment
and then twice yearly for a 10-year observation period. Surveys can be completed from
home by mail, e-mail, phone or fax. More than one child per family may participate. The
parent receives $25 for each completed questionnaire (total $500.) during the observation
period.
Enrollment is through the community-based physician who provides the Enrollment form
and confirms patient eligibility on the form. Referring physicians (PAs/NPs) receive $100.00
for each eligible patient enrolled. There is no limit to the number of patients enrolled per
physician.
For Enrollment forms and/or further information contact (toll-free) 1-877-711-7337 (PEER)
or www.Childrenseczemaregistry.com.

Thank You for your Donations
Operating a non-profit organization would not
be possible without financial contributions
from private and corporate donors.
Because of you we can continue to meet
our mission. We do not charge
membership dues or fees to patient families or
caregivers. Donations made to ISDI and fundraisers are
the only source of income that we have to produce and
distribute our newsletter.
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PATIENTcorner
Tasteless Comments
If you are a person with a skin disease, or
the parent of a child with a skin disease,
you have undoubtedly been faced with
those rude, crude, and even well meaning
people asking “those questions.”
Do you have any snappy comebacks that
you want so much to say, or actually have
said? Send us your responses and you
might see yours in print.
Editor’s Note: The purpose of this section is
three-fold: 1) it is an opportunity educate
and make the public aware of the disorder;
2) it lets society know it is not appropriate
to stare and ask hurtful questions, and 3) it
is an opportunity to let off steam with a
touch of humor, allowing us to laugh.

IT’S NOT ABUSE…
As a parent it gets really annoying when
strangers come up to me and say, “What
happened to that child?”, or “What did you
do to that child?”, as if I abused her. Skin
disease is red and sometimes bleeds...but it
is not abuse.

PENPALS
Reach out to others and
share challenges and
triumphs in dealing with
your disease. Patients often
look to others in similar
situations to discuss
treatments, feelings, etc. The
following readers have asked
for their names to be
presented as possible pen
pals. If you are looking for
support from someone who
has the same disease as you,
contact any of the readers
listed below. Also, to be
added to the list, send your
name, address, phone,
and/or e-mail to
ISDI, P.O. Box 1074,
Newport News, VA 23601 or
ExDirISDI@aol.com.

Rosacea
pdecker@magellanhealth.com

Perioral Dermatitis
nancysarty@bwr.eastlink.ca

Eczema
Mr. Francis Gonser
1022 West Grandview Blvd.
Erie, PA 16509
Linda Jordan
2306 Nave Dr.
Johnson City, TN 37601
Andrette46@aol.com
Toby and Gloria Reyna
1410 W. Mistletoe

San Antonio, TX 78201
(210) 734-0036
Donna Collins
11956 Weir Street
Culver, CA 90230
Mary D. Johnson
8713 Acron Lane
Hitchcock, TX 77563
Sheri Helmel
2809 27th Street Court
Moline, IL 61265
dreamboarder2@aol.com
chica10029@aol.com
Maura Egan
38 Tobblin Hill Dr.
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Lonestar1070@aol.com
wchele@hotmail.com

Infant/Toddler Atopic
Dermatitis/Eczema
Dafne Holsapple
dafne@hawaii.rr.com

Pyoderma
Gangrenosum
biffduncan@msn.com

Acne
Kate Ehlke
wisconsin_violet@yahoo.com
DressyFemme@aol.com

Ruthann Newton
speaking on
occupational contact
dermatitis at an
employee health day.
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how can I

HELP?

Yes! I would like to help support the
Inflammatory Skin Disease Institute (ISDI).

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________
City ______________________________________________State ____________Zip __________________
Phone __________________________________________Email ____________________________________
By donating to ISDI you will help us provide a ray of hope to people with inflammatory skin
disease. An ISDInformation subscription is given to all donors.

❑ $25

❑ $50

❑ $100

❑ Other $____________

Completed form and payment may be sent to: Inflammatory Skin Disease Institute
(ISDI) P.O. Box 1074, Newport News, VA 23601

YOU!

thank

Madeline Abbitt (TIBA Inc.)
Carolyn Abbitt
Allergan
Lara Alkofer
Ignazio Alcamo
American East Corp.
Anheuser Busch
Alexandra Austin
Astellas
Bank of Williamsburg
Barr Laboratories
Stuart Bass
BCCNS Life Support Network
Elizabeth Bell
Susan Bryant
Joseph Buffa
Bert Bateman
Merriel Bowditch
Sasha Brown
Buffa Ltd.
Children’s Skin Disease
Foundation
Commonwealth Sports Group
Davis Boatworks
C.D. West & Co.
Karen Chaphe
W.T. Chapin
Vicki Coleman
Robert Collins

ISDI is supported by corporate and private donations. We
would like to thank the following donors (in alphabetical order):

Mark Dahl, MD
Jane Dean
Tina Denison
Diageo
Dominion Foundation
The Honorable Thelma Drake
Maura Egan
Kate Elke
Lynn Fallon
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Leslie Finch
Foundation for Basic Cutaneous
Research
The Honorable Joe S. Frank
Fujisawa Healthcare Inc.
Galderma
Lisa Garner
Genentech
Donna Givens
Alison Graves
Jeannie Hall
Nancy Hearn
Terry Holland
Bertha Kopp
Joe Latchum
Pam and Matt Green
H&H MultiService
Don & Chris Hall
Hill Dermaceuticals

Hazel & Otis Hopkins
Hyde Park Communications
Joe & Mimmas
Andrew & Tammy Jordan
JSC Insurance
Donald Keller
Herbert Kelly, Jr.
Diedre Klein
Ronald Knipling
E.T. Lawson
John & Paige Lawson
Barbara Layman
Lewis McMurran
Mike’s Place
Ralph Munro
Betty Nelson
Newport News Medical Society
Auxiliary
Novartis
Mary O’Brien
Deidre Ochipinti
The Honorable Glenn Oder
Ortho-Neutrogena
Orthopaedic Suyrgery and
Sports Medicine Specialist
Oyster Point Dermatology
PADDA
Patten, Wornon, Hatten &
Diamondstein PLC

Georgianna Paul
Pembroke Construction
Peter Paine
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Phillips
Ross Pollack
Rita Pollard
Marianne Prentiss
Redex Industries
Tim Richman
Charles Rhodes
Riverside Foundation
Riverside Regional Medical
Center
Douglas Robins
Leslie Roylance
Rhonda Saunders
Rhonda and Steve Saunders
Lynda Schneider
Tim Schroeder
Margery Scott, MD
Rose Marie Seawall
Micaela Sieracki
Eric Smith
Jim Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan SmithGeorge
Denise Spady
Richman Steel

ISDI does not in any way
endorse any of the drugs,
products, or treatments
reported in this newsletter.
ISDI is not a medical
authority and is reporting
information with the sole
purpose of keeping patients
informed. No drugs,
products, or treatments
should be used without
discussion with a physician.
ISDI acknowledges Novartis
Pharmaceuticals for the nonrestricted
grant that made this issue possible.

John & Sara Streker
Mary Stuart
Elizabeth Taylor
Dickie Teagle
Kathleen Terlep
Tidewater Exterminating
Tommy Garner Air Condition &
Heating
Troutman Sanders LLP
Towne Bank
Ann Vaughan
Mike & Cindy Vick
Virginia Automobile Dealers
Assn.
Jeff and JoanVerhoef
Patty Vonohlen
Wachovia Bank
Paula Wachsstock
Eleanor Wall
James Wassum
Susan Weiss
Nancy Whitley
Blake Williams
Gladys Williams
Judith Williams, MD
Williams Honda
The Honorable Martin Williams
Susan Wolf
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Steve Bennett-Esquire
Danielle Cahill, Ph.D.
Lydia Capps
Country Hosting
Michelle Dancy
GJB Productions & Marketing
Simon Harris
Vicki Kalabokes
Liz Newton
Ruthann Newton
Daniel O’Dorisio
Omni Resource
Jack Phillips
Jane Phillips
Patrick Phillips
Elliot Torn
Dr. & Mrs. Trieshmann
Two Peppers Productions
Julia Wadell
Blake Williams
Zach Williams
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